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R eading Words Aloud—How Letters 
Spell Vowel Sounds  

To learn to use new vocabulary items in speaking, we should                
know how to pronounce the sixteen vowel sounds clearly. But that 
isn’t enough. We must also know when to pronounce each sound. 
In other words, it helps to know the phonics patterns of American 
English—the relationships between letters and sounds. 
If we know the most common patterns of phonics, we can guess 
how to read aloud new words with regular and alternative 
spellings. Then we can check our guesses with a native speaker,            
a dictionary, and/or a computerized audio model to imitate.  
The Phonics Chart on the next two pages shows how sixteen (16)
vowel sounds of American English correspond to the most  
frequent spellings for those sounds. In the first column are IPA 
(International Phonetic Alphabet) symbols for these sounds and  
Key Words from the Mouth Diagrams. In the second column are   
the most common letters or letter combos that spell those sounds.
In the last column are examples of words with those spellings.             
The letters that spell the vowel sounds are underlined.   

Is there Audio 
that corresponds 
to the vocabulary 
in WHAT’S the 
WORD? 

Yes, available as 
CDs or—better yet—
direct downloads.  

Or you can have       
a (near-)native 
speaker record  
customized audio 
just for you.   

And of course, if 
there is one, you can 
click on the Audio 
Button of any  
individual item       
you look up in an 
online dictionary.   

What if we don’t 
know the sound-
symbols of the  
IPA = International 
Phonetic Alphabet?  

If you can produce 
sounds clearly, you 
don’t need to 
memorize any symbols 
used in this Worktext.    

But if you want to  
view the articulation 
of new words, you  
should learn how to 
read the symbols of 
that book or online 
device. (Not all use 
the same phonetic 
symbols.)

  

I nstructions:  For each vowel in the Vowel-Sound 
Phonics Chart that follows, read aloud the [vowel 

sound between brackets], its key word, and the given 
examples of words with that sound. If possible, work  
with and/or imitate models from a clear (near-)native 
speaker of English. Work on the sounds that are difficult 
for you until you can articulate them distinctly or at least 
understandably. Here are a few more possible steps:  
Partner with one or more speakers of languages

other than American English, preferably people with      
noticeable non-native accents. Your listeners can 
“judge” the clarity of each word you read aloud and 
perhaps suggest changes. If they repeat your words 
back to you or try to spell them in writing,  you’ll get              
an idea of what they heard you say—and/or how they 
choose to pronounce it. Comparison will help you 
master the important features of sounds in context.   

As closely as possible, imitate the pronunciation of 
words on the Audio that goes with this Worktext.  
Record your pronunciation. Compare the two versions. 
Keep working on each sound until you’re sure that    
your pronunciation is optimal for your purposes.    
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How can we tell             
if a word has                     

a simple (lax) or                   
a complex (tense)

vowel sound? 
Here are the most 

reliable phonics rules 
for simple vs. complex 

vowel sounds: 

 If there’s only one 
vowel letter in a 

word or syllable that 
ends in a consonant, 
it contains a simple 
vowel sound. Some 
examples are ask, 
red, him, phonics, 

other, sugar, always. 

 If there are two 
letters together or if 
the word or syllable 
ends in final silent -e 

after a consonant, 
then it contains                   

a complex vowel.  
Examples are day, 

main, name, sea, 
need, coat, rode, 

school, rude, found, 
about, boys, and 

coin—and many more.  

But as you can see 
from this Vowel-Sound 

Phonics Chart, there 
are many exceptions    

to these rules.  

Also, this Chart does 
not contain all vowel 
spellings in American 

English. There are 
other less common 

spellings and 
exceptions to these 

phonics patterns. 

Vowel-Sound Phonics (Sound 
Symbols & Alphabet Letters) 

Simple (Lax, “Short”) Vowel Sounds

Common 
Spellings
(Letters) 

Examples of 
Words with   
Each Sound 

1. /œ/ as
in bat  

a ask  glad  add 
magic  practice  

2. /E/ as

in bet 
e, ea red   tell  correct 

read (past) health 

3. /I/ as
in bit  

i, y him   with   miss 
picture   gym 

4./A/ as in
pot  

o, a phonics  topic 
father   calm 

5. /Ø/ /́ /
as in but 

u, o us   rug  sun  son   
other  tongue 

6. /U/ as

in put   
u, oo push, full, sugar, 

good, book, roof 

7. /O/ as in

bought  

a, au, 
o 

talk   call   always 
author   because   

long   dog  

8. /ä/ as

in party 
a far       start         

park     smart 

9. /û/ as

in Bert  

ea, e,                 
i, o, u

heard, learn, 
pert, girl, stir, 
word, world, 

further 

Sound-Symbol                    
& Key Word 
(Illustrated) 
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Vowel-Sound Phonics (Sound 
Symbols & Alphabet Letters) 

Complex (Tense, “Long”) Vowel Sounds

Sound-Symbol                    
& Key Word 
(Illustrated) 

Common 
Spellings
(Letters) 

Examples of 
Words with   
Each Sound 

10. /ey/ as
in bait  

ay, ai, 
a-e, a 

play  days  main 
paint  name  page 

paper  native 

11. /iy/ as

in beat      

ea, ee, 
e, e-e 

 mean  easy  see  
meet sixteen she  

even  Pete   

12. /ay/ as
in bite    

i-e, ie,    
i(gh)  

write  time  die 
ties  child  title 

high  night 

14. /uw/ as
in boot  

u-e, oo, 
ew 

use  include  true 
choose  school  
new   jewel 

15. /aw/ as

in about   

ou, ow  sound  around  
down  how  brown 

16. /Oy/ as

in boy   

oy, oi toys  enjoy  point  
voice  noisy 

13. /ow/ as
in boat  

o-e,                   
oa, o 

 close  joke  
home road  goal  

go  no both  
won’t  open 

Can spelling rules 
help us read 
words aloud? 

Yes, and here are a 
few basic ones:  

 At the end of
syllables, the 
letters w and y 
are part of the 
vowel sound. 
EXAMPLES: play, 
buy, know, saw    

 If a word has
two vowel   
letters together, 
pronounce the 
vowel sound
like the name of 
the first letter. 
EXAMPLES: paint, 
feel, ties, road. 
EXCEPTIONS: pool, 
brown, toy. 

 If a word or
syllable ends in     
a final silent e  
after a consonant, 
pronounce the 
vowel sound like 
the name of the 
main vowel letter. 
EXAMPLES: name, 
theme, tide, hope, 
rule. 

 The letter e 
always follows      
c or v at the end 
of a word—even 
one with a simple 
vowel sound.  
EXAMPLES: 
practice, love.   

Exceptions exist,  
of course.  

Which Vowel Sounds 10-16 do these words contain? 
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I nstructions: Can you read aloud words with the sixteen 
different vowel sounds of English? Can you tell when 

words rhyme—that is, when they have the same 
pronunciation except for the consonant sounds at the 
beginning? Can you tell when words have different vowel 
sounds—even if the vowel letters are the same?  
To find out, read aloud the words in each group. Circle all 
the words that rhyme with the Key Word (the word for the 
picture). The symbol shows the vowel sound in all the 
rhyming words. (To help you, some answers are given.) 

Why should we 
pronounce the 
words aloud? 
Can’t we just 

look at the 
spelling of the 

vowel sounds to 
find the rhymes? 

Remember—most 
letters can 

represent more than 
one English sound, 

and the same sound 
can have more than 
one spelling. Don’t 

get confused 
between letters and 
sounds. This activity 
may be harder than 

it looks! 

But how can 
identical letters 
spell different 

sounds in other 
words? 

Most people—
including native 
speakers—find 
English spelling 
difficult. This is 

because there are 
many different  

phonetic 
relationships 

between sounds 
and letters. 

Probably, this 
complex system 
comes from the 
long history of 

English in various 
areas of the world. 

1. /œ/ as

in bat 

cat     mat     bet 

sat     neat    fat 

rate   plate   rat 

that   feet     wait  

 2. /E/ as

in bed 

bread  red   dead 

dread  fed   said 

read    mad  paid 

need   kid   sled 

3. /I/ as

in tin 

been   bran   can 

fine     hand  gin 

skin     run    sin 

spin     line   win 

4. /A/ as

in pond 

bond  blond   Dan 

fond   hand     gun 

lend   sound   ran 

kind   found   son 

Which Rimes or Vowel Sounds 1-4 do these words contain? 
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6. /U/ as                 

in hood 

bud    food   good  

sad    mood  rude 

mud   wood  shut 

  should    could   

 

9. /û/ as                   

in bird 

  cried        heard  

  blurred    card 

  stirred      word 

  feared     fired  

 
 
 

5. /´/ as     

in hut 

10. /ey/ as                 

in rain 
brain  cane  drain 

lane   gain   train 

stain  mine  seen 

sand  pain  plane 

8. /ä/ as                 

in star 

With so many  
correlations of 
sounds with 
letters, how do 
we knowwhich 
phonics patterns 
to follow?  

With unfamiliar or 
new words, we                  
don’t know for sure. 
That’s why it helps  
to work with 
someone who already 
knows those words. 
Also, phonics 
patterns and rules 
don’t apply to items 
that are spelling 
exceptions. We can  
learn these items one 
or a few at a time.  

On the other hand,               
knowing basic phonics 
patterns & rules 
enables us to make 
good guesses about 
the pronunciation of 
new items. Soon                   
we’ll have a “feeling” 
for common letter 
combinations.                        

Then it will be easier 
to pronounce                   
groups of rhyming 
items with identical 
vowel spellings,                
like these EXAMPLES: 
bread +dead +head + 
tread with/E/ vs. 
bead +knead +plead    
+ lead (VERB) or need 
+ bleed +feed                     
with /iy/. 

but     cut     mat 

nut     putt   quit 

rat      shut   cute 

put     lot      what  

bat    met   caught 

lot      pout    fought 

taut    what   sought 

laugh   out    taught  

car      dear      far   

hair    stair     bar 

rare    hour     are 

her   drawer  four    

7. /O/ as                            

in bought 

Which Rimes or Vowel Sounds 5-10 do these words contain? 
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11. /iy/ as 
in tree 

bee     key     free 

she     lie       me 

sea     pay      tea 

we     three    hi 

12. /ay/ as               
in kite 

bite   date   fight   

height  sit   light 

might night beat 

quite  wait   site  

14. /uw/ as              
in tool 

bull   cool   rule  

owl    fool   goal 

hole  jewel   oil 

all   school   pool 

15. /aw/ as                     
in flower 

poor      shower 

sour      tower 

four       more 

hour      lower  

13. /ow/ as                   
in goat 

boat   coat   date 

get     rate    note 

hat   wrote   cot 

vote  moth   float 

16. /Oy/ as                 
in boy 

day    free    try 

toy     stay    cow 

soy     cry      crow 

Roy    new    joy 

What are some  
possibly difficult 

spellings for  
vowel sounds? 

Some letter 
combinations may 
confuse because 
there’s more than                

one way to say them, 
as in these EXAMPLES:  

 The letters ea can 
spell the complex 
vowel /Iy/ as in 

teach or the simple 
vowel in ready.  

 The letter o by itself 
can spell the 

simple /a/ sound in  
Ron or /Ø/ or /´/ in 
won or ton. Before 

two consonant 
letters at the end of 

the syllable,                     
the letter o spells 
the complex /ow/ 
sound as in gold. 

 The spelling combo  
oo can spell                     

the simple vowel in 
good or the complex 

one /uw/ in food.  

 The lettersow can 
spell the complex 

vowel sounds /ow/ 
as in grow or/au/ 

as in cow.  
Of course, these                   
are not the only    

vowel spellings that 
might be confusing. 

And there are 
exceptions to even 

these patterns.   

Which Rimes or Vowel Sounds 11-16 do these words contain? 


